Fool Moon
Return 2 Acappelland

10 years after their internationally acclaimed programme Acappelland, Fool Moon has
returned to Acappelland with an album and 90-minute show featuring fresh international
pop hits, folk songs and classic audience favourites. Titled Return 2 Acappelland, the
programme is a continuation of the previous one not only in its title, but also in its vibe,
visuals and sound.
Hungary’s No. 1, internationally acclaimed pop acappella
group, Fool Moon has an over 18-year history of advocating
pop-acappella music – performing pop songs without
instruments – in Hungary, which has now resulted in an
unprecedented popularity of pop acappella with the Hungarian
public. Their witty and entertaining, yet skilful and
sophisticated style appeal to the general public as well as to
musically trained audiences.
10 international awards, 6 albums, musical collaborations
and cultural activity.
Following a themed album (GeorgeMichaelJackson5) and an album
prepared in collaboration with Hungarian performers (Kettesben jó),
Fool Moon’s latest album, Return 2 Acappelland, is a special treat
for international and Hungarian fans alike. The concert programme
and album are closely related, as listening to album delivers a
complete Fool Moon concert experience, and the concert – spiced
up with a casual and unique humour and entertaining video imagery
– oﬀers an excellent introduction to the new album. Both the
concert and the album oﬀer a number of modern, contemporary
pop arrangements (Attention, Locked Out of Heaven) and humorous
audience favourites (I'm Yours, Hello.tourist!, Bud & Terrence
medley).
As in concerts, the album setlist includes a folk gems like Népdal
with an unconventional beat, and A csitári hegyek alatt featuring
Veres Mónika 'Nika'. Oﬀering a glimpse into the rich past of Fool Moon, the programme features an
arrangement with a mouth-guitar solo (It's Probably Me), songs related to recent competition victories
(Moscow Nights & Derzhi) and even the group’s very first arrangement (Wedding Day). The concert
comes to a pumped up ending with three upbeat pop hits (Can't Stop The Feeling, Don't Worry, Uptown
Funk) that generally make the audience dance at the end of the show.
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